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COMPUTERIZED SPACE FLIGHT PLANNING
This thesis analyses manual and computerized techniques
of preparing timelines of crew activities and orbital
parameters in support of the NASA Skylab program, A brief
discussion of timelines and their use in mission analysis is
provided. Procedures used in both the manual and
computerized generation of mission timelines are disciissed
and computer programs provided. Early program evaluation and
current hardware requirements are discussed as they relate to
the timeline generation task.
An indepth cost-effectiveness study of flight planning
alternatives is conducted to establish the superiority of one
of the alternatives in meeting cost-effectiveness goals.
Cost and effectiveness parameters are created and used in the
analysis as a means of quantitatively measuring each
alternatives cost-effectiveness. Engineering economy
procedures for calculating a rate of return are applied to
the computerized alternative and the results analyzed.
Finally, an overall systems cost-effectiveness relative
value of merit is established for each alternative using a
ratio cost-effectiveness model. This value of merit is then
used to establish the cost-effectiveness superiority of one
of the alternatives. Conclusions about the alternatives are
then drawn from the analyses and recomniendations made as to
their implementation for Skylab mission analysis.
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This thesis analyses competitive methods of generating
mission timelines in support of the NASA Skylab program.
Since Skylab is a mission designed to gather as much
information as possible in a relatively short period of time
about man's performance in space, the emphasis has been
placed on efficiently planning the crew's time for the manned
portions of the mission. A planning aid, knov/n as a mission
timeline, was developed to provide tlie crew with an easy way
to see which activities must be performed at various stages
of the mission. In addition to aiding the crew, it is also •
designed to give the flight planners a means of effectively
planning the tasks that must be completed by the crew.
A technical discussion of a manual method and a
computerized method of timeline generation will be conducted.
Procedures used in implementating each alternative will also
be discussed in detail. A cost—effectiveness study will be
used to compare the alternatives and cost and effectiveness
parameters will be established to support this study. The
methodology used to establish the necessary cost and
effectiveness parameters will be developed and a logical flow
of analysis will be used to draw conclusions about the
systems.
Objective
It is the objective of this thesis to develop and apply
cost-effectiveness criteria applicable to a decision to
con^uterize the construction of timelines. The procedures
and techniques used in this thesis will be flexible enough to
then be employed to analyze any competitive alternatives on a
cost-effectiveness basis.
Brief Description of the Skylab Program
Most Americans and many people throughout the world are
familiar with the United States manned accomplishments in
space achieved through projects Merctiry, Gemini and Apollo,
but few know much about the Skylab Program that is to be the
successor to the Apollo effort. In the near fiiture the
emphasis in space exploration will shift from lunar
exploration to near earth orbit study missions. To reach
this goal the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) has established the Skylab Program for the purpose of
satisfying the requirements of near earth study missions,
Skylab, as it is presently defined, is actually four separate
missions - Skylab I through Skylab IV,
Skylab I - The only unmanned segment of the program
involves launching an orbital workshop (OWS) into an earth
orbit. This orbital workshop is actually a Saturn IV-B that
has been modified and converted into an orbital space
laboratory, The workshop is completely equipped with various
hardv^are packages that will form the nucleus of the
experiments that are to be conducted on Skylabs II, III, and
IV, The experiments planned for Skylab are designed to study
three main categories of interest in near earth orbits.
The first category is medical experiments that are
designed to test man's physiological adaptation to working
\inder zero gravity conditions. It is hoped that the results
of this category of experiments will produce much useful
baseline data that can be used in planning future space
programs such as manned planetary exploration and space
stations.
Category II consists of scientific experiments designed
to provide researchers with useful information concerning the
earth and the universe in which we live. Experiments, such
as the Earth Resources Experiment Package (EREP) and
celestial viewing experiments, are designed to study the
earth and our universe in a way that it never before has been
studied, free from the constraints such studies are subject
to on earth.
The third category of experiments are engineering
experiments that are designed to establish v/hat man can and
cannot do while working in zero gravity. The aim of these
experiments is to establish limits to man's working
capabilities while under zero gravity constraints. It is
hoped that these experiments will provide designers of future
missions with such information as the type of maintenance
tasks that can be performed by man in zero gravity.
Skylab II - Once the CMS is in orbit the first manned
mission, Skylab II, will be launched v/ith three crewmen
aboard to dock with the workshop. The current plans call for
the three crewmen to spend 28 days in orbit. The early
phases of the mission require the crew to enter the OWS,
check to insure all systems are operable and prepare the
workshop for habitability by the crev;. Once the internal
environmental control systems have been activated it will be
possible for the crew to work within the lab in a
shirtsleeved environment without the necessity for
pressurized space suits. When the initial activation of the
lab is complete, the crew vrill be called upon to conduct some
of the experiments aboard before returning to earth. When
the crew of Skylab II returns to earth they will leave all of
the environmental control systems aboard the workshop
partially activated in preparation for the arrival of the
three man crew of Skylab III.
Skylabs III 5 IV — Skylab III is a 56 day mission whose
objective is to conduct the medical, scientific and
engineering experiments aboard the OWS and to assess the
capabilities of man to perform after being exposed to a 56
day period pf zero gravity. At the conclusion of Skylab III
a similiar 56 day Skylab mission, Skylab IV, will be launched
to conduct further studies in the OWS and at its conclusion
the OWS v7ill be deactivated, the crew will return to earth
and the Skylab, as it is presently defined, will terminate.
At the conclusion of Skylab IV the United States will
have accumulated data about man's capability to perform in
space. Such data about long duration mission has never
before been available. A total of 140 days in space will be




Description of Mission Timelines and Their Use
Since Skylab is a mission designed to gather as much
information as possible in a relatively short period of time
about man's performance in space, a large emphasis has been
placed on efficiently planning the crews time for manned
portions of the mission. In order to accomplish this a
planning aid, known as a timeline, was developed to give the
planners a means of effectively planning the tasks which must
be completed by the crew. It is designed to give the crew
and ground personnel an easy way to see which activities must
be performed at various stages of the mission.
In planning the activities for any given period of time,
the flight planner must schedule certain activities to meet
various constraints that restrict the performance of such
tasks. For example, it would not be desirable to schedule an
experiment that is designed to photograph the earth while the
spacecraft is orbiting in the earth's shadow. Therefore the
timeline was created to give the flight planner a
chronological display of when certain orbit dependent
occurrences took place. These orbital dependent parameters
were such occurrences as correlation between different time
scales used to time the mission Ground Elapsed Time (GET)
verses Greenwich Mean Time (GMT). Other orbit related
parameters were then related to these time scales as they
ocurred ie, times of orbital light and darkness, times over a
radiation belt known as the South Atlantic Anomoly (SAA),
times over various tracking stations that comprise the
Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network, times over various
continents and sun angles at the beginning of each time
period. This information could then be used by the flight
planner to schedule activities within the limits of various
orbital constraints.
The current operating procedure allows the flight planner '
to have tJie activities he has scheduled entered onto the
timeline in the proper periods that they are to occur. Any
scheduling errors become apparent in the form of overlapping
activities or gaps between activities. An easy correlation
can be made between crew activities and orbit dependent
parameters ie, a crewman knowing his present time in the
f
mission will be able to use the flight plan to determine when
future events will occur such as when he will be over a
certain tracking station or when he will enter the darkness
portion of the orbit.
Old Manual Method Verses Computerized Construction of Timelines
In the early days of the Skylab Program the timeline
portion of the flight plan was constructed by hand, using
draftsmen to draw the basic form and having engineers hand
fit the orbit dependent parameters onto the frame in the
proper time reference locations. As long as the requirements
for the nvonber of orbit parameters remained small this
technique produced satisfactory results.
As more and more parameters were required by the flight
planner and the crew, the manual construction of the timeline
frames and the hand fitting of data became impracticable. It
required a large number of man hours for draftsmen to hand
draw enough frames for the flight planner to use and the
accuracy of the orbital parameters that were entered left
much to be desired. It was becomming more difficult for the
flight planners to meet contractural delivery dates and
therefore a decision was made to study alternative ways of
completing the timelines,
A study was performed to assess the feasibility of using
graphical hardware tools available in conjunction with
computer programs to construct the frames, enter the orbital
I
dependent information on the frames and even enter the
planners activities onto the frames once the mission is
planned, A recommendation was made to pursue the course of
computerization and it is the purpose of this thesis to
examine whether this decision was a cost—effective one or
not.
Description of Flight Planning Computer Programs
and What They Accomplish
Prior to discussing the computerized techniques employed
to generate the timeline, it may be helpful to briefly
discuss the manual procedures that were employed prior to the
introduction of computerization.
In the early days of the Skylab Program a need was
recognized for graphically displaying data concerning orbital
parameters and crew activities on a time scale so that
various occurrences during the mission could be studied and
planned chronologically. The means used to accomplish this
task was the mission timeline. In its early form it was no
more than a 24 hour time scale with entries made
chronologically to depict crew activities and a few basic
orbit dependent parameters such as day-night cycles and
tracking station coverage. Computer programs, executed at
the L, B, Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas, generated
information in printout form that stated times these various
parameters occurred. Draftsmen, using standard drafting room
I
techniques, would hand construct a basic form that contained
the 24 hour time scale vmth provisions for entering crew
activities and orbit dependent parameters. These frames were
then given to engineers who, using the NASA printouts of
orbital parameters, hand fit the data onto the frame in
proper chronological sequencing. This hand fitting of data
was a very tedious task and in many cases was a source of
inaccurate entries. Once this form construction and data
fitting was complete, the timelines were given to the flight
planners v/ho then planned the crew activities conforming to
any constraints that might be imposed due to orbital
conditions. Many times, due to the inherent simplicity of
the manually constructed frame, the flight planner was forced
to consult additional sources to check orbital constraints
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Figure 1 - Manually Constructed Timeline Frame
that were not depicted on the timeline frame. Once the
flight planner had completed his task, his planning
information along with the frames v/ere returned to the
draftsmen who entered the activities according to the flight
planners instructions. This human intervention, as in the
case of entering orbital parameters, v/as a source of many
inaccuracies. Errors occurred due to the tediousness of
entering large amotints of data by hand. There were times
when blocks of orbital parameters were shifted in time or
entered entirely on the wrong day. Figure 1 illustrates a
sample of an earlier version of a manually constructed
timeline frame.
As the requirements for the amount of data displayed
increased and accuracy became more critical it was decided
that possibly the computerization of the flight planning task
would be beneficial. As it exists today the task, except for
the continued need for the flight planners intervention to
schedule crew activities, has become completely computerized.
The critical data that was previously supplied from NASA in
the form of printouts is now also supplied in the form of
computer magnetic tapes. The data on these tapes is much
broader in scope and contains many more parameters than the
®®rlier information supplied in the form of printouts for
manual incorporation.
Two graphical support programs where developed to accept
the NASA generated magnetic tapes as input and generate
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Figure 2 - Final Result of NEWTIME Plotting
programs - NEWTIME and IIETVCRE17 - will follov; with a more
detailed disciission available in Appendix A,
The support program responsible for the construction of
the basic timeline frame and the incorporation of trajectory
dependents variables is NEWTIIIE, Trajectory changes,
dictated by changes in the mission, require regeneration of
these basic input tapes. For every trajectory change, a new
set of tapes is required as input to the NE^^TIME program. In
order to extract the pertinent data from each of these tapes,
reduction programs exist to pull the necessary data from the
tapes and reformat it so that it is in the proper fojnn to be
used as input to the NEWTIME program,
A sample timeline plot of the type generated in the
NEWTIME program is shown in Figure 2, At this point a
correlation may be established for all of the various
parameters that are occuring at any chosen time. This
feature is what the flight planner depends on to be able to
effectively plan the activities for the mission.
At this point an entire mission of timeline frames are
plotted, with a 28 day Skylab II mission requiring about 29
or 30 frames including launch and splashdov/n frames, A 56
day Skylab III or IV mission requires approximately 57 to 59
frames,
These complete frames are then turned over to the flight
planners v/ho are responsible for planning the activities of
the crew and the experiments to be performed within various
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Figure 3 - Final Result of NEWTI14E and IffiWCREW Plotting
constraints. The activities are penciled onto the frames in
the proper times that they are to occur. Any adjustments
that are necessary to accomodate various experiments are made
and when the final accepteible version is reached the second
and final program that overlays the crew activities along
with momentiam d;amp information, scientific airlock
information and unattended experiment information is ready to
prepare to run. This program - NEWCREl'/ - allows the flight
planner to use a cathode ray remote terminal to create data
files that describe the activities he wishes to plot in the
correct time period he wishes to plot them.
A sample of a final plot that is the result of plotting
done with the NE^'TTIME and NE^VCREW program is shown in Figure
3. This figure also gives a brief description of the
contents of the timeline frame. Appendix A maybe used for
more detailed information on frame content.
Program Evolution and Computer Systems Used in Running Programs
When development of the programs began, the only computer
system available with the CalComp software package which is
necessary for plotting was an IBM 360/30. In the early
phases of the program not all of the data reqtiested by the
flight planners v/as available on the NASA tape that was
received from Houston. Therefore it was necessary to execute
a series of preliminary trajectory programs that calculated
many orbital parameters necessary as input to the plotting
routines. These preliminary programs were executed on a
Control Data Corporation 6400-6500 series computer system.
They required a considerable amount of time preparing the
programs to run. Trajectory data matching was required and
thus the results of the preliminary programs often were not
as accurate as the real trajectory data. Once the programs
had been prepared and executed, it was necessary to use the
output, which V7as in the form of punched cards and magnetic
tapes, as input to the plotting programs on the IBM 360/30,
A hardware limitation of three available tape drives and only
one card reader prevented any expansion of data that could
have been presented on the frames in the future, '
Eventually the necessary CalComp software package became
available on the Control Data Corporation 6Q00-6500 series
computers and at the same time NASA increased the amount and
quality of information supplied in their trajectory tapes.
The compatibility of the faster CDC equipment vzith plotting
programs and the fact that the cvimbersome preliminary
trajectory programs no longer v/ere needed, improved the
quality and speed of turn around time for the output.
In addition to the added efficiency of the CDC 6400-6500
computers, a remote terminal operating system known as the
File Alteration Storage Terminal (FAST) system was available
for the conversion and expansion necessary v/hen the programs
were removed from the IBM 360/30 and placed on the CDC 6400-
6500, The FAST system allows extremely rapid formation of
control, source and data files. It is also possible to make
changes or alterations to a program much more efficiently
than if computer punched cards had to be created on a
keypunch. This system also allows a user to execute a
program from the remote terminal, follow the execution of the
program throughout the various stages of execution and
examine the output immediately upon its availability in the
output queue. At this point any problems or errors may be
corrected from the terminal and the program re-executed. Any
changes necessitated by user requests can also be more
rapidly incorporated through the use of FAST than if punched
cards were used.
The plotting hardware used throughout the developmental
stages and currently in the operational stage, is the CalComp
model 763 drum plotter used in conjunction v/ith the CalComp
model 770 tape drive.
Due to the nature of the usage of the output from these
programs there is a requirement that, as the Skylab program
approaches an operational status, the programs developed and
operational at Martin Marietta's Denver Division be
operationally compatible at the L. B. Johnson Space Center,
Houston, Texas, Various trips have been made to the Space
Center to assess the compatibility of the programs and it has
been determined that, with slight modifications, the programs
could be made operational at either sight. The CalComp
software package exists on a CDC 6400 operating system at the
Space Center, This system is currently used in conjunction
with tv;o command module simulators used to train astronauts
for the Skylab program. The plotting progrcims have been run
on the llASA computers and the Martin Marietta output has been
duplicated. No major problems are expected in meeting the
compatibility requirements between Denver and Houston, The
CalComp plotting hardv;are is identical at both locations.
Training courses have been offered to NASA and Martin
Marietta personnel in Houston, instructing them in the
operation of the NEWTIME and NEWCREW programs. The
instruction book used in conjuction with these courses is
included as Appendix B,
CHAPTER 3
COST-EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS
Approach to Cost-Effectiveness Analysis
The objective of this thesis was to develop cost-
effectiveness methodology relevant to an analysis of
computerization of the production of mission timelines for
the NASA Skylab program. In order to accomplish this
objective various cost-effectiveness techiques were developed ;
and applied.
The reason for employing cost-effectiveness techniques
rather than a straight engineering economy analysis of the
alternatives in this thesis is much the same as the reason
that cost-effectiveness techniques were originally developed
in the Department of Defense (DOD), In attempting to
evaluate many complex weapons and military systems in the
DOD, it became apparent that the systems could not always be
compared by using the strictly monetary values that v/ould
result from engineering economy studies. Therefore, when
analyzing systems where tlieir effectiveness was of some
consequence, cost-effectiveness techniques were developed and
employed to compare the systems. In the case of this thesis
the effectiveness of the alternatives is imxxjrtant enough to
warrant a cost-effectiveness analysis.
The first step employed to accomplish this task was to
establish a set of parameters that define a means of
comparatively analyzing tine effectiveness of the competitive
systems. These effectiveness parameters were then assigned
subjective values designed to reflect their performance in
meeting established effectiveness goals. Weighting values
were also assigned to performance parameters to reflect their
contribution to the total systems performance. Eventually
these values were used to calculate an expected value of
effectiveness for each alternative.
Next, cost studies were performed to establish expected
costs for each of the alternatives. An engineering economy
analysis of the computerized method v/as conducted to assess
the rate of return and the incremental rate of return on the
system, A minimum attractive rate of return (MARR) v/as
established as a method of determining whether the rate of
return justifies the investment. A sensitivity analysis was
conducted to determine the effect of an overrun in computer
I
utilization estimates.
Eventually a ratio model was employed to determine a
systems expected value of effectiveness for each alternative.
From this a decision was made as to which alternative is more
"cost-effective". Prior to the engineering economy analysis
and the ratio model, a domain of feasibility study was
conducted to determine if both alternatives are within cost
and/or effectiveness thresholds. From this study a decision
was made with respect to whether one or both alternatives
were within resonable cost and utility boundaries.
In analyzing the alternatives in this study, the domain
of feasibility technique was attempting to isolate one of the
alternatives as having either excess cost or deficient
effectiveness when compared with its counterpart. By
establishing a viable limit on minimum effectiveness and
maximum costs, the domain of feasibility study provides
graphical information about the alternatives and their
relationship to each other. The feasibility study would be
extremely beneficial in choosing between systems when faced
with a large niomber of competitive alternatives by limiting
any further studies to alternatives within the reasonable
cost and effectiveness domain. In the case of the two
alternatives in tliis thesis, it will be used to graphically
depict the cost and effectiveness of each system relative to
the other.
Next a homogeneity study was conducted on the parameters
of time and possession to insure that both alternatives are
feasible under these parameters. The homogeneity of time
study examined each alternative to see if one has a much
longer time of attainability than the other. If so steps
were taken to penalize the one with the longer attainability
time. The homogeneity of possession study analyzed both
alternatives with respect to the skills necessary to operate
each system. If one system was found to require skills that
would significantly increase the cost of operation, steps to
penalize that alternative v/ere taken.
Following the homogeneity study of time and possession, a
scale homogeneity analysis was conducted using a ratio model
and an indifference curve mode. Homogeneity with respect to
scale permits the identification of systems that have the
highest figure of merit. By combining monetary expected
values with effectiveness expected values this figure of gain
may be deduced. In the case of this study the respective
figures of gain may be compared to appraise alternatives.
In order for most of the above mentioned techniques to be
utilized, cost and effectiveness factors had to be developed
to quantitize the necessary cost and effectiveness
parameters. The methodology used to accomplish this is the
objective of this thesis,
Cost-Effectiveness Analvsis
The cost-effectiveness study of the competitive systems
will be conducted in three parts. First, effectiveness
parameters will be established that provide an objective way
to compare the effectiveness of each alternative in meeting
the final goal of timeline generation. Once established,
these parameters will be assigned quantative values with the
final goal being the estciblishment of an expected value of
effectiveness for each alternative. Next, a cost analysis
will be conducted on alternative II (computerization) along
with a sensitivity analysis of the cost parameters. These
values will then be compared to an established minimum
attractive rate of return (MARR), An expected value of cost
for each alternative will also be derived for use in the
third and final step. Finally, using the cost and
effectiveness expected values derived in steps one and two, a
ratio cost-effectiveness model v/ill be used to establish the
expected value of a cost-effectiveness figure of merit. This
cost-effectiveness figure of merit will then be used as a
means of establishing the cost-effectiveness superiority of
one of the two alternatives,
EFFECTIVENESS MEASURES - The first step in the conduct of
the cost-effectiveness analysis of the competitive
alternatives outlined in this thesis v/ill be to establish the
parameters to be used in measuring and comparing the
effectiveness of each system. Prior to the establishment of
these parameters it will be helpful to discuss the decision
processes that v/ill be employed to assign expected values and
weights to the effectiveness parameters. Since the
assignment of these values is subjective it is necessary to
remove as much of the arbitrary nature of their assignment as
possible. If one person were to assign these values by
himself, his assessment of their worth may be unduly biased
due to his own personal opinion of the alternatives, His
assignments may not accurately reflect the overall relative
worth of each parameter when looked at from the larger
systems overview,
A large amoxant of the biased subjective assignment of
values inherent in the singular establishment of these values
can be eliminated by discussing individual initial estimates
with others knowledgeable on the system. In other words, all
individuals familiar with the system can assign expected
values and weighting factors according to their own
preferences. Once this has been done the group can compare
their values and discuss any discrepancies. In this way any
differences can hopefully be resolved through the discussion
and values that seem reasonable to all parties can be
established. This interplay of ideas should help those
involved achieve a higher confidence level in their
assignments by subjecting each of their criteria to
inspection by others knowledgeable in the effort.
This type of approach was subconsciously used in
establishing the values in this study. Over the period of
time from the conception of timeline generation to
implementation, the alternatives of manual and computerized
generation were weighted and trade off studies conducted as
to the relative merit of each alternative. Flight planners,
NASA contract managers, astronauts and programmers were all
actively involved with these studies and it is through these
discussions, that have stretched over the period of a few
years, that the values that v/ill be assigned to effectiveness
expected value and weighting were established. With the
final objective of effeciently producing high quality mission
timelines within schedule constraints as a goal, the
following parameters represent the relevant effectiveness
measures of a system to generate mission timelines.
1) FUl^CTION: The function of each system will be
analyzed as to its respective ability to meet the
requirements imposed in producing mission timelines.
Requirements relative- to the amount of information
that must be depicted on the final output and the
reaction or turn around time required to generate
this output will be considered under tliis heading,
2) ACCURACY: Since the quality of the final output is
important it will be necessary to compare each
alternative on a qualitative basis, The accuracy of
the data on the timeline frames will be considered
under this heading as well as the consistency of
output obtained,
3) ADAPTABILITY: Since the final objective of timeline
generation is to eventually provide real time support
f
during the Skylab mission, each alternative must be
analyzed with respect to its ultimate adaptability to
real time operation. It must also be readily
adaptable to any changes that may be required due to
trajectory changes or output format changes,
RELIABILITY: In preraission and mission planning,
timeline generation is a very time critical task.
The ability of each system to perform when called
upon must be considered and comparisons conducted to
see which system is capable of meeting satisfactory
reliability requirements,
5) AVAILABILITY: It will, of course, be important to
consider the availability of each system. Time
required to gear-up and implement each alternative
will be considered for each alternative.
The first three parameters - Function, Accuracy, and
Adaptability - will be considered as performance parameters
in agreement with Seiler's definition in "Introduction to
SystQti's Cost-Effectiveness",
Now tliat a workable set of effectiveness parameters has
been established, a comparison of Alternative I (ITanual
timeline construction) with Alternative II (Computerized
timeline construction) will be conducted within the framework
of the aforementioned parameters. Quantitative values
designed to measure the expected value of each alternative
for each effectiveness parameter will be assigned at the
conclusion of the discussion of each parameter.
The method of assignment of these expected value
quantities will be to rate the competitive alternatives on a
scale from 0,0 to 1,0 according to the following logic, A
0,0 expected value will represent unacceptable performance of
the parameter and a 1,0 expected value will represent
excellent performance. All performances falling betv/een
these two extremes will be assigned a value lying between 0.0
and 1,0 depending on their performance in satisfying the
effectiveness criteria.
At tlie same time a weighting factor will be assigned to
each of the first three parameters - function, accuracy and
adaptability. This weighting factor will reflect the
importance of that one effectiveness parameter v/ith respect
to the entire system performance. These weighting factors
will be in terms of % importance of that one parameter to the
overall goal of producing mission timelines. The sum of the
three weighting factors must therefore total lOO/'J,
FUNCTION - The first effectiveness parameter requiring
analysis is the function parameter. This parameter was
established to address the problem of producing the mission
timelines within the time allocated from trajectory
initialization to required publication dates ̂ ^ith the amount
of information required to make the timelines a meaningful
tool for flight planning. Alternative I, the manual method,
is a very satisfactory method for implementation of timeline
construction as long as the amount of information requiring
depiction on the frame is limited in scope and complexity.
The procedure of having a draftsmen read time data from a
computer printout and manually convert this data to distances
on a linear time scale is a very tedioxis and time consming
process. As an example, the very early timeline frames,
which consisted of only five sets of variables, took a
draftsman about as long to complete as is currently required
by the computer to complete a frame consisting from four to
five times the number of variables required on the early
frames. Therefore, it can be concluded that, as the amount
of information required on the frame increases and the time
allotted for frame generation remains the same the computer
generation method would hold a decided advantage over the
manual method in function. With current requirements for
reaction time and amount of information required, the
functional effectiveness of the manual method would have to
be rated somewhere between unsatisfactory and poor with an
expected value of function E{F)i of .15, On the other hand,
the functional effectiveness of the computer method should be
in the range of good to excellent with an E(F)ii of ,35,
The function of the alternatives is the most important
effectiveness measure of the three established performance
parameters contributing 50^ to the total overall system
performance. Therefore the weighting factor assigned to this
parameter will be W(F)=,50.
ACCURACY - The next effectiveness parameter requiring
analysis is the accuracy parameter. This parameter was
established to compare the accuracy and consistency of output
obtained by using each of tlie two alternatives, Accuracy in
the manual method is a function of how well a draftsman can
read time data from a computer printout, convert the time
data to linear distances for time scale plotting and
incorporate the data in the appropriate area on the timeline
frame. Assuming that the draftsman is given a reasonable
araovint of tdLme to process a reasonable amount of data, his
accuracy in the task completion should fall in the good to
excellent range. However, due to human error, the
consistency of output may vary from frame to frame and
mission to mission and can therefore only be rated as from
satisfactory to good.
The computerised method, on the other hand, should
perform almost flawlessly in the area of accuracy and
consistency. Computer output, once progrcums are rtinning in
batch mode, will produce identical outputs given identical
inputs v/ith the only exception being the possibility of
erroneous input information.
Expected values for each of the alternatives can
therefore be assigned as E(A)i=.75 and E(A)ii=.95. The
accuracy effectiveness parameter contributes 30 of the
weight to systems performance therefore W(A) = 30?5.
ADAPTABILITY - The adaptability of the system is
important for two reasons. First, during the Skylab flights,
real time or near real time support will be required in the
area of mission timeline generation. The manual method of
timeline generation does not lend itself to this type of near
real time support for the reasons mentioned previously under
performance. As tlie amount of data output increases the
manual method becomes extremely time consuming and therefore
undesirable for close real time support.
The speed with which the computerized method handles and
plots comparable amoiants of data makes it extremely adaptable
to real time mission support. The time from receipt of input
information to output production is good compared to the
unsatisfactoiry time span associated with the manual approach.
Both methods would react comparably to changes in output
requirements. The manual method would require the draftsman
to construct his frames differently and incorporate different
data while the computerized approach would require program
modifications with neither method showing a decided advantage
in this area. However, due to the computerized advantage in
the area of real time support, an expected value of E(D)i=.50
will be assigned to the manual method and E{D)ii=.75 will be
assigned to the computerized approach. The value of the
adaptability of this system is not as important to the
overall systems performance as are accuracy and function so a
weighting factor of W(D)=205S will be assigned.
RELIABILITY - Reliability, the next effectiveness
I
parameter, is the measure of the dependability of each of the
systems to perform when called upon. Assuming that both are
capable of producing the desirable output v/ithin the time
constraints imposed, both systems v/ould perform in the good
to excellent range of relicibility. Coroputers experience down
time and software problems and the manual method would be
hampered by lost time and inefficiencies of draftsmen but all
in all the reliability of alternatives I and II should be
nearly equal. Therefore effectiveness values of
E(R)i=E(R)ii=.75 will be assigned.
AVAILABILITY - Finally the availability of each of the
alternatives must be weighed. Since a decision was made to
pursue the computerized approach to mission timeline
generation, the manual method of generation has been
abandoned. No effort has been made to maintain or expand
upon the pool of draftsmen that may be required to manually
construct mission timelines. It is doubtful that with the
time remaining to the launch of Skylab that these manual
skills could be satisfactorily developed and sufficient
nvimbers of draftsmen hired and trained to adequately support
timeline needs.
The computerized approach is currently operational and
generation mission timelines in support of Skylab.
Availability expected values of E(V)i=.30 and E(V)ii~.95 will
be assigned to reflect the potential availability of each
alternative. ,
It must be realized that the assignments of the expected
values and weighting factors in the sibove effectiveness
parameters is siabjective in nature. In developing such a
model, a criterion for the assignment of weights can be based
on a measurement of the "parts" contribution to the
performance of the "whole" system. It is at this stage that
mauiy undefendable assumptions may be created according to
Seiler's "Introduction to System's Cost-Effectiveness".
Now that the expected values of the efficiency parameters
and the weighting factors have been established, models do
exist that measure the expected value of total system
effectiveness E(E) and one of these models will be employed
in these analyses to establish E(E) values for the
competitive alternatives in this study. The goal of
comparing the methods of preparing timelines will be to
estciblish a single expected value for each alternative and to
use this single value to compare their relative merits.
The expected value of each system will be derived using
the following equation as stated in Seiler's "Introduction to
Cost-Effectiveness":
E(E) = [E(P)Cp] [E(V)Cv] [E(R)Cr] [E(S)Cs]
where E(E) = expected effectiveness of system
E(P) = expected performance of system
Cp = statistical confidence in performance
E(V) = expected availability of system
Cv = statistical confidence in availability
E(R) = expected value of reliability
Or = statistical confidence in reliability
E(S) = expected survivcibility of system
Cs = statistical confidence in survivability
It can be seen that the above technique establishes the
system expected value by factoring the expected values of the
parameters that comprise the system.
The survivability of the systems are of small consequence
and are therefore eliminated from the cibove equation leaving:
E(E)=[E(P)Cp] [E(V)Cv] [E(R)Cr]
This equation assijraes equal weights of the performance
parameters. The equation modified to include weighting
factors will appear as follows:
E(E) = :e[WiE(Pi)C(Pi) ] [E(V)Cv] [E(R)Cr] / CWi
The solution of this equation for each of the alternatives is
shown in Appendix C and the results are as follow:
1) Expected value of Alternative I = E(E)i = ,0656
2) Expected value of Alternative II = E(E)ii = ,4460
This then completes the first step in the cost-
effectiveness analysis of the computerized verses the manual
generation of mission timelines. Expected values for each of
the alternatives have been established for use in the ratio
cost-effectiveness model in step three of the analysis. It
may be helpful at this point to conduct a sensitivity
analysis on the weighting factors used for the performance
parcuneters. However, since the expected value of alternative
II is greater by a factor of 7 than the expected value of
alternative I, it is my feeling that simply varying any or
all of the weighting factors for sensitivity purposes would
not significantly alter the relative expected value results,
COSTS - We may now proceed to step two of the cost-
effectiveness study which involves establishing expected
values for the cost of each alternative as well as an
engineering economy analysis to determine the rate of return
for the computerized system, A sensitivity analysis will
also be conducted on the computerized approach to assess the
effect of cost overruns of computer time.
As is the case in many projects dealing with aerospace
programs cost is really not a restrictive factor. Generally
the effectiveness of the system is what is critical and cost,
as long as it is within reasonable limits, can be adjusted to
obtain the effectiveness. In order to define baseline
costing figures for this analysis $90,000 per 3 month period
will be established as an absolute ceiling of available funds
to accomplish the task. Should costs exceed this $90,000
figure costs would probably be deemed exorbitant and further
effort discontinued. The cost quotient or cost expected
value will then be expressed as a percent of this $90,000
I
ceiling. We can now calculate the expected value of cost of
the manual method.
This quantity is difficult to estimate due to the fact
that a mission timeline of the current complexity has never
been attempted manually. The best that can be accomplished
is to attempt to extrapolate figures that are available for
the effort required to complete the more simplified manual
versions.
The early manual construction of the timeline required a
total of 1 man month of effort for data preparation and 1,5
man months of data illustration as well as the 3 man months
of flight planning assistance that are currently required for
a mission. This is a total of 5,5 man months of effort to
construct the earlier simplified version of the timeline.
The current version is approximately three times more
complicated than the earlier version that required 5,5 man
months of effort. We can assume that the flight planner
support would remain constant at 3 man months, however, the
data preparation and data illustration effort would increase
in direct proportion to the complexity or from 2,5 man months
to 3 X 2,5 or 7,5 man months making a total of approximately
10,5 man months of effort to complete the task,
10,5 mcin months a $4000 per man month = $42,000,
Ratioing this $42,000 on the maximum ceiling of $90,000 we
obtain the cost quotient,
C(Q)i=$42,000/$90,000 = .467
Now that we have established an expected value for the
cost of the manual technique, we can calcuate the expected
value for the cost of the computerized technique.
The calculations are as follows and are based on a
typical 3 month period:
Approximate computer usage:
A) CDC 6400-6500 5 hrs.x $550/hr = $2750
The 5 hour figure was derived by assuming 1,5 hours
run time to complete 3 Skylab NEWTIME runs and 1,0
hours run time to complete 3 Skylab 1IET7CREW runs.
This totals 2,5 hours and it is standard procedure in
order to correct errors to execute each program in
tilis series twice thus 2 executions x 2,5 hours per
execution = 5 hours.
B) CALCOMP Plotter 70 hours X $40/hours = $2800
The 70 hours figure was derived by assiming 22,5
hours plot time to complete 3 Skylab NEV7TIME plots
and 12,5 hours to complete 3 Skylab NET'/CREW runs.
This totals 35 hours and it is again standard
procedure to run each plot twice to correct errors
thus 2 plots X 35 hours per plot = 70 hours,
C) Manpower 6 man months x $4000/man month = $24,000
This 3 man month estimate is based on one programmer
working full time on program modification and
execution plus 3 flight planners working part time
planning the mission and data coding the activities.
In order to compensate for the part time status of
the flight planners it was assumed that only men
working full time could duplicate the effort of the 3
men working part time thus (1 flight planner + 1
programmer) x 3 months = 6 man months.
Materials and miscellaneous additional charges may occur
during this period but the major portion of the cost of
operation is covered in these three areas. Summarizing these
costs it can be seen that the typical computer based cost of
a 3 month flight planning effort is $29,550.
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Ratioing this figure to the $90,000 ceiling we obtain the
cost quotient or expected value of:
C(Q)ii = $29,550/$90,000 = .3280
for the computerized system.
Now that the cost and effectiveness parameters are
defined it is possible to proceeed with the domain of
feasibility study.
The effectiveness parameters will be plotted on the
ordinate of a graphical "domain of feasibility" block. The
abscissa will contain cost parameters that can be applied to
both alternatives.
Figure 4 shows the domain of feasibility block.
It can be concluded from the domain of feasibility study
that Alternative I - the manual method - falls below the
acceptable effectiveness minimum but is within the maximum
cost limit. Its effectiveness, although deficient, is
marginal and does not appear so low as to exclude further
study. Alternative II - the computer method - falls well
below cost maximums and above effectiveness minimums. From
this initial rough study the computerized method would appear
to be the more feasible of the two alternatives.
The maximum expected values for cost and the minimum
expected value for effectiveness were established at points
which would probably be considered reasonable by a person
faced with deciding between these two systems.
The maximimi cost figure used in the domain of feasibility
study is the $90,000 figure established for lose in
calculating the cost quotients (1,0 on the abscissa). The
minimum effectiveness of ,446 was obtained by rationalizing
that you would want to obtain the maximum effectiveness that
you could - in this case the effectivenss of computerization
- and therefore would not be willing to accept anything below
that maximum.
Even though, following the domain of feasibility study.
Alternative I has been determined to be deficient in
effectiveness, a decision to continue analyzing both
alternatives seems reasonable. It is now appropriate to run
homogeneity studies on time and possession. This is
necessary because there are instances in Vi7hich the
alternatives may be heterogeneous with respect to one or more
of these factors.
In studying the time homogeneity both alternatives must
be looked at with the idea of penalizing an alternative that
may have an unrealistically long time of obtainability. In
analyzing the homogeneity of both alternatives with respect
to time, a strange observation can be made concerning the
alternatives. If this analysis had been performed during the
period v/hen the manual method was in vse, the computerized
approach would have had to have been penalized due to its
unavailcibility at that time. However, the fact that a
decision was made to c±>andon the manual method in favor of
the computerization, would now necessitate the penalization
of the manual method. The penalization in accordance with
this discussion appears as the lower expected value assigned
to the manual method in the availability effectiveness
parameter.
The homogeneity of possession study calls for a
comparison of both alternatives to insure that the people v/ho
will be responsible for operating the systems possess the
necessary skill levels to make the system function. Each of
the alternatives in this study require specific skill levels
to operate. Although the skill levels are vastly different -
draftsmen verses programmers - they are both readily
available and therefore the alternatives nay be considered
homogeneous with respect to possession.
This availabxiity differs from the availability discussed
as an effectiveness parameter in that this "skill level"
availability refers only to skill levels required to complete
the task. The "effectiveness" availability, on the other
hand, contrasts the availability of the two systems - manual
and computerized - and assigns expected values accordingly.
The "skill level" availability is definitely a factor that
was considered in "effectiveness" availability but only one
of the factors. Such things as computer availability,
software availability, etc,, were as also factored into the
consideration of "effectiveness" availability.
Table 1: Developmental and Operational Costs Associated with
Computerized Timeline Generation
Type of Cost:
1) Developmental (1 year basis)
a) Programming
b) Test, check out and Data Conversion
c) Computer Time (25 hrs. a $550/hr.)





Total 15 I-IM + $17,750
2) Operational (Extrapolated Prom Domain of Feasibility 3 Month Study)
a) Computer Time (20 hrs. a $550/hr.)





Total 24 MI^ + $22,200
MM = Man months
Engineering Economy Analysis
It is now possible to conduct an engineering economy
analysis on what appears to be the superior of the two
alternatives - Alternative II - the computerization of
mission timeline generation. The first aspect of the cost
analysis requiring study is the cost, to the company, to
develop the techniques necessary to conduct computerized
timeline generation. Costs associated with manpower needed
in programming, test, checkout and data conversion must be
established as well as the costs associated with computer
time used to develop the programs. Table 1 reflects feasible
values for developmental costs and includes information
relative to operational costs that were derived in the domain
of feasibility study.
Having established the necessary developmental and
operational costs, a before taxes cash flow table may be
constructed reflecting expected cash flov/ for the period of
the next four years. Table 2 is the Cash Flow Before Taxes
(CFBT) table.
Based on that data depicted in Table 1 and Table 2 and
assuming, for tax analysis purposes, the computer hours are
tax deductable while the mem-hours are non deductable and
taxable at a 505E rate, a cash Flow After Taxes (CFAT) table
can be generated.
Table 2; Cash Flow Before Taxes
Year End CFBT
0  (NOW) Development Costs:






Received from NAS?^ for manual method (33.5 MM 3 $4320/MM)**




Received from NASA (33.5 r#l a $4320/Mri)
Cost of Computer Tine (20 hrs. 3 $550/hr.)
Cost of Plotter (280 hrs. a $40/hr.)






Total Profit $ 26,300
3 and 4 Same as 2
♦* $4320 calculated as $4000 + SJ? profit fee
MM = Man months
CFAT TABLE
TaxableTax TaxesYear
CFBT Deduction Income a 50x CFATEnd
+30000 -47750-77750 -17750 -60000
+ 5250+10500 - 5250+10500 NONE
+24250+ 4100 - 2050+26300 -22200
+24250+ 4100 - 2050+26300 -22200
+24250+ 4100 - 2050+26300 -22200
Now we need to determine the Present Worth from the above
table. To do this we can use the rate of return method for
determining present worth (PW),
Try i = 20%i ,
PW=_47750 + 5250 (SPPW,20j!:, 1) + 24250 (USPW, 20^, 3) (SPPW,20^, 1)
=-47750 + 5250 (.8333) + 24250 (2.106)(.8333)
=-47750 + 4370 + 42500 = -880
Try i = 1055:
PW=-47750 + 5250 (SPPW, 10^,1) + 24250 (USPW, 1055, 3) (SPPW, 1 055, 1 )
=-47750 + 5250(.9091) + 24250 (2.486) (.909 1)
=-47750 + 4760 +54900 = 11910
Interpolation to the correct rate of return gives:
i = .10 +.10(11910/12790) = .10 + .0935 = .1935 = 19.35^
We can now see that the 19.32% rate of return is well
above the 8% profit rate included in the calculations on
Table 2. It is now possible to construct an increraental cash
flow table to calculate v/hat the incremental rate of return
Year End
Table 3; Cash Flow Before Taxes — 1055 Computer Overrxin
CFBT
0  (NOW) Development Costsi
Manpower: (15 MM S $t»000/MM)
Computer: ($17,750 + 1055)
Total
Received from NASA for manual method (33.5 KM S) $4320/I>IM) ♦♦
Cost of Manual Method (33.5 MM 3 $4000/I^M)
Total Profit
Received from NASA (33.5 MM a $a320/5<M)
Cost of Computer Time (20 hrs +1 055 3 $550/hr) $12,100
Cost of Plotter (280 hrs +10^ 3 $ii0/hr)




3 and 4 Same as 2
♦* $4320 calculated as $4000 + 8^ profit fee
MM = Man months
for computerization. The incremental cash flow table appears
CFAT TABLE
Year Taxable Taxes
CFBT Deduction Income a 50JS CFAT
"77750 -17750 -60000 +30000 -47750
NONE
+15800 -22200 - 6400 + 3200 +19000
+15800 -22200 - 6400 + 3200 +19000
+15800 -22200 - 6400 + 3200 +19000
We can now calculate the incremental present worth and
rate of return from the above table.
Try i = loss
PV7=-47750 + 19000 (USPW, 10J5,3) (SPPW, 10S, 1)
=-47750 + 19000 (2.486) (.9091)
=-47750 + 43000 = -4750
Try i = 5J5
PW=-47750 +19000 (USPW, 555,3) (SPPW,5^,1)
=-47750 + 19000 (2.723) (.9524)
=-47750 + 49300 = +1500
Interpoloation to the correct rate of return gives;
i = .05 + .05 (1550/6300) = .05 + .0123 = .0623 = 6.2355
In analyzing the rate of return of 19, 355» on the total
return and 6.23^ on the incremental return we can conclude
that the after taxes rate of return on the total return is
substantially larger than the 85? negotiated rate of return.
However, the incremental rate of return of 6,23% is below the
8% minimum attractive rate of return (MARK) but not enough to
warrant concluding that the implementation of computerized
timeline generation v;as necessarily a bad decision. We can
therefore conclude that computerized timeline generation was
an advantageous decision from a cost standpoint,
A sensitivity analysis of the alternatives at this point
with respect to possible overruns in the areas of either
manpower or computer time estimates will provide information
as to the criticallity of a variance from the cost estimates
above. An analysis of tlae cases vrhere estimates exceed by
10% the proposed manpower needed or where the estim.ates
exceed by 10J5 the proposed computer time will show the effect
of such overruns on the incremental rate of return. Since
the incremental rate of return with no overruns is already
below the negotiated 85 I4ARR we can not hope to achieve an
acceptable rate of return with overruns in either area.
We will first analyze the case of a 105 overrun in
coirputer hours estimated. Table 3 shov/s the cash flow before
taxes of the computerized method with a 105 overrun in
computer hours. Now from Table 3 we can construct the
following incremental cash flow table reflecting a 10/5
computer usage overrun.





-79525 -19525 -60000 +30000 -49525
NOl-IE
+13580 -22200 - 8620 + 4310 +17890
+13580 -22200 - 8620 + 4310 +17890
+13580 -22200 - 8620 + 4310 +17890
We can now calculate the present worth and rate of return from
the above table.
Try i = 3^
PW=-49525 +17890 {USPW,3^,3) (SPPW, 355, 1 )
=-49525 +17890 (2.829) (.9708)
=-49525 +49100 = -425
Try i = 255
PW=-49525 +17890 (USPW,255, 3) (SPPW, 2^,1)
=-49525 +17890(2.884)(.9804)
=-49525 + 50600 = +1070
Interpolation to the correct rate of return gives:
i = .02 + .01 (1070/1495) = .02 + .00715 = .0272 = 2.7255
This shows that an overrun of 105 in computer time v/ould
reduce the incremental rate of return to a very
unsatisfactory 2,725. Comparing this to the negotiated 85,
it can be concluded that an overrun of this magnitude could
make the computerized approach unfavorable from a cost
standpoint.
It can now be deduced, without the necessity of a
sensitivity analysis on a manpower overrxin, that a
manpower overrun of the magnitude of ^0% would reduce the
rate of return even further than the 2,72% caused by a
computer overrun. This is true because of the manpower costs
contributing about U/5 of the total costs of the computerized
method and therefore any increment to the manpower estimates
V70uld drastically reduce the rate of return below 2,72%,
Experience v;ith this system also shows that if cost overruns
do occur they are more likely to occur on computer time
rather than manpower and will generally be less than 5SS in
severity.
Therefore it can be concluded that, since the incremental
cash flow analysis with no overruns produced a rate of return
slightly below the MARR of 8^, then deviations from the
values estimated in costing the systems would surely reduce
that rate of return to an unacceptable level. This is
verified by the sensitivity analysis of a 10J5 overrun in
computer time reducing the rate of return to 2,72%,
The assxmption of a MARR of 8% for this analysis is
reasonable due to the method of NASA funding used to support
this task. The cost per man month used in calculating
manpower costs includes general and administrative costs as
well as overhead charges. The MARR is derived as the 8^
profit figure added to this man month charge and therefore
can be considered a viable MARR for this analysis.
System Expected Value
We may now proceed to the third and final step in the
cost-effectiveness analysis of alternatives I and II.
The ratio cost-effectiveness model basically measures the
value of a system in terras of the ratio of its effectiveness
to its cost. In cases where a large number of multiple
alternatives exist, graphical techniques may be necessary to
distinguish between alternatives of nearly equal merit. In
the case of only two possible alternatives the merit of each
system may be calculated using the following equation from
Seiler's "Introduction to System's, Cost-Effectiveness".
E(Mi) = E(Ei) / E(Ci)
where: E(Mi) = expected value of the cost-effectiveness
figure of merit of the ith system.
E(Ei} = expected value of the effectivenss of
the ith system.
E(Ci) = expected value of the total cost of
the ith system.
Applying this technique to the tv/o alternatives posed in
this thesis, we arrive at the follov/ing relative values of
merit.
Alternative I - Manual method
E(Mi) = E(Ei)/E(Ci) = .0656/.467 = .141
Alternative II - Computerized method
E(Hii) = E(Eii)/E(Cii) = .4460/.328 = 1.36
This ratio model approach points to Alternative II as the
one with the highest system efficiency 1.36 compared to .141.
An indifference cvirve model is not applicable to this
study for two reasons. First, this techniqvie is more
conducive to handling three or more than three combinations
of systems. Second, this model assumes a constant marginal
rate of substitution between Alternative I and Alternative
II. This is not true, therefore the results of the ratio




The ratio model analysis that has been performed on the
two competitive systems seems to indicate that the
computerized approach to timeline construction is the more
cost-effective of the two methods. In the establishment of
effectiveness expected values for each alternative, it was
concluded tliat the computerization of timeline generation was
by far a more effective means of accomplishing the goal of
efficient timeline generation. It v^as also concluded by
conducting a cost analysis of the two competitive
alternatives that v/hen comparing costs per period of time,
computerization also proved to require a smaller cash
expenditure than manual production. Ilovrever, an engineering
economy analysis of computerization shov^ed that, although the
rate of return on the investiment required for
computerization would yield a return of 19.35/^ which was
acceptable when compared to an established B% MARR, the
incremental rate of return of 6.23^ was below the 8K MARR,
A sensitivity analysis on Alternative II produced results
showing that any appreciable cost overruns in either computer
or manpower estimates v/ould further act to reduce the rate of
return belov; the acceptable 8J5 MARR.
As v/as mentioned earlier in the cost analysis, in the
case of many aerospace programs, cost is not an overriding
factor in the decision process as to whether a system is or
is not implemented. Generally the effectiveness of the
system in meeting established goals is the critical factor
when deciding on the ultimate acceptability of a system.
This is the case in this project. The much higher
effectiveness exhibited through computerization of timeline
generation would in itself be enough to sway the decision
process in favor of computerization. The fact that the
incremental rate of return falls below the 8J5 MARR is
discouraging but in itself is not sufficient to eliminate the
alternative.
In conclusion, after applying standard cost-effectiveness
techniques to two competitive alternatives of constructing
Skylab mission timelines, it can be concluded that a
computerized method of meeting the goal is the more cost
effective of the two alternatives, ^ An unsatisfactory
incremental rate of return may, under different
circumstances, cause a rejection of implementation. However,
the effectiveness superiority of computerization is
sufficient to override any disadvantages in engineering cost
areas.
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APPENDICIES
APPENDIX A
DETAILED DISCUSSION OF PLOTTING PROGRAMS
This appendix will provide additional detailed
information about the plotting programs NEV^TIME and NE^7CREW
mentioned briefly in the main text. The NEl^TIME program,
which plots the trajectoiry dependent portion of the timeline
frame, is dependent upon NASA generated magnetic tapes for
input information.
The computer magnetic tapes are generated in a format
that is suited for use as a printout if the information is
dumped to the printer. This means that the data is preceded
with header information designed to aid a person who is
reading the tape dvimp in determining what each of the
numerical pararaeters signify. This header information,
although valuable to a person reading the tape dump, is
extraneous information when the tape is used as input to a
computer program. This extraneous information increases the
amount of time the program runs and therefore increases the
cost of execution. There are currently two such tapes
generated by the Mission Planning and Development Group at
the NASA L, B, Johnson Space Center in Houston, Texas, One
tape contains information pertinent to State Vector and
Ground Track parameters of the orbit. This tape gives
information about the Skylab orbit for the entire mission at
points ten minutes apart. Although there are many valuable
parameters in this file the programs only require information
relative to the Ground Elapsed Time (GET) in Days, Hours,
Minutes and Seconds and in the geodetic latitude of the orbit
at each discrete time point.
The second tape contains seven files in the following
order: STDN Tracking Network, Sun Rise/Sun Set Tables,
Revolution Counter Time History, Ascending Node Time History,
Flight Dynamics Officer CfX)0) Detailed Maneuver Table, Beta
Angle Time History and a Moon Rise/Set Table. Of the seven
files, six are necessary for the operation of the NEV7TIME
flight planning program. The only file not required is the
FDO Detailed Maneuver Table, Of the six required files, only
certain bits of data are necessary for the execution of the
NEWTIl-lE program,
s
In order to extract the pertinent data from each of these
tapes, two reduction programs were developed that when
executed with these two NASA tapes as input, pull necessary
data from the tapes and reformat it so that it is in the
proper form to be used as input to the NElfTIME program.
Once the reduction programs have reformatted the data,
the program known as NE^VTIME that plots the graphical
underlay is ready to be executed. The output of this program
is a magnetic tape (or in the case of a 56 day mission 2
magnetic tapes) that interface with a CalComp plotter to
produce graphical outputs of the type shown in Figure 2 in
the main text.
NEWriME is actually the name of the main program that
calls upon various subroutines to accomplish the plotting of
the mission parameters in their proper location on the
timeline. The main program initializes parameters and
increments them accordingly during the program as well as
calling the necessary subroutines. The NEWTIflE program has
12 subroutines that are responsible for various phases of the
plotting during the program, A brief discussion of each of
the sxibroutines and what they accomplish will follow in the
order that they are called from the main program, (See
Appendix D for a printout of the NEI-JTIME program including
subroutines,)
The first subroutine called during the program is
subroutine FRAMI, This sv±)routine calls the necessary
CalComp plotting subroutines to construct the outline of the
frame that will contain the information as well as dividing
up the frame internally into suitable blocks with tic marks
that most effectively present the data. At one point in the
development of the programs the possibility of having
preprinted forms prepared with the basic outline of the frame
printed on them was considered. However the necessity to
react rapidly to changes in format necessitated the inclusion
of this subroutine to construct the frame.
Next a logic test is performed in the main program to
determine from input data if the mission to be plotted is
conducted during Central Standard Time or Central Daylight
Savings Time. This fact effects the Greenwich Mean Time
(GMT) scale as it appears on the frame. If the mission
occurs during Daylight Savings Time the subroutine DAYSAV is
called and the GMT scale is initiated with 11 GMT on the left
most time hack. If the mission occurs during Standard Time
the subroutine STAND is called and the GMT scale is initiated
with 12 GMT on the left most time hack. This subroutine also
enters the day of the year breakpoint and the mission day
breakpoint on the frame. These two points, which appear
above the GMT time scale, are plotted as vertical lines with
numbers on each side of the line. These lines show the times
when the day of the year and the mission day change on the
frame. These points are helpful in determining exactly in
which day an occurrence takes place.
After the GMT time scale is entered, the svibroutine
HEADER enters the alpha-numeric titles in the proper places
on the frame. Again it was found to be more versatile to
maintain the capability to change or move header information
within the frame.
At this point in the program all of the constant data has
been entered on the frame and the variable information that
was reformatted from the NASA magnetic tapes and initialized
in the main program is entered onto the frame in the proper
time position. This segment of the program is where the
computerization of this technique has proven most beneficial.
The data from the NASA tapes reflect the occurrence of
various events such as times of sun sets or revolutions.
These times are in the form of Ground Elapsed Times (GET's)
measured from the launch of Skylab I, In other words, at the
time of the laxinch of Sky lab I, the GET is 0 Days, 0 Hours, 0
Minutes and 0 Seconds. Upon the laxinch of Sky lab I a clock
begins running and continues to rxin throughout all four
Skylab missions measuring the nximber of days, hours, minutes
and seconds since the launch of Skylab I.
The next sxibroutine is called DATMON. This subroutine
enters the variable header information under the appropriate
titles across the top of the frame. The first bit of
information entered falls xinder the heading of GET. Unlike
the GET referenced to the laxinch of Skylab I used on the NASA
tapes, this GET is reset at the launch of each separate
Skylab mission. This GET is expressed in terms of
Days:Hours:Minutes and at the launch of each separate mission
it is 0 Days: 0 Hours: 0 Minutes. The span of GET's on the
top of the frame is always 24 hours showing the GET at the
beginning and end of the frame.
Next this sxibroutine enters the mission day and day of
the year. The mission day signifies the whole number of days
that have elapsed from the laxinch of the current mission. If
the laxinch occurs at 10:59 GMT on a Daylight Savings Time
mission, mission day one in that case would only be one
minute long. Every successive mission day is 24 hours in
duration. The day of the year is just as it implies, January
first of every year is day of the year one, February first is
day of the year thirty two etc. The next entry is the day of
the week and the calendar date in Houston, Texas that
corresponds to the day of the year.
The next three entries made by the DATMON subrountine are
constant entries for each mission. The mission entry
signifies the mission that is planned on the frame, Sl-2 is
Skylab II, SL-3 is Skylab III and SL-4 is Skylab IV, The
edition denotes various phases of publications to
differentiate from one phase of planning to the next.
Finally the publication date is just what it implies, the
date the documentation is released for usage at NASA,
The final function of the DATMON subroutine is to
calculate the nximber of days that have elapsed since the last
new moon prior to launch. Once this is knovm various
trigonometric functions calculate points that depict a
graphical representation of the phase of the moon as it
appears in Houston, Texas on the Houston date. This is
plotted in the moon phase sector of the frame.
The following subroutines convert the variable time data
into distances that are plotted in the proper position on the
timeline frame. The following technique is common throughout
the remaining subroutines to convert time data to distances
and plot it in the proper position on the timeline frame.
Files exist which contain various parameters related to
orbital occurrences that happen during the mission. These
occurrences are quantitized such that the ociarrence is
described according to the GET that it occtirs. This GET is
the GET referenced to the launch of Skylab I, An example of
this is the aquisition and loss of signal from a tracking
station which would appear as follows on the tracking station
file:
22 22 48 28.8 4. 34.4
Translating the data into understandable terms reveals that
the tracking station Texas - abbreviated as TEX - acquires a
signal from the spacecraft at 21 Days, 22 Hours, 48 Minutes
and 22.8 Seconds and remains in contact for 4 Minutes and
34.4 Seconds.
The seven parameters in the tracking station file are








The integer values if IDAYACQ, IHORACQ, IMINACQ and iDELIilN
are then floated or converted to real numbers for calculating





Next everything is converted to minutes and expressed as a
start cmd stop tine for the occurrence. The acquisition of
the station is referred to as STASTAT and is calculated as
follows:
STASTAT = (DAYACQ*1440.) + (HOURACQ* 6 0.)+ACQMIN+(SECDACQ/60.)
The time of the loss of the station is derived by adding the
delta minutes of station coverage to the start time. This
j
variable is STASTOP and calculated as follov/s:
STASTOP = STASTAT+DELMIN+(SECDELT/60,)
Now that the GET start and stop times are availcible for that
one particular variable, logic checks are made to see if this
variable falls within the 24 hour time period being
considered. If it does the times are converted to distances
by ratioing times and multiplying by a constant factor that
converts time to distance in inches and plotted on the frame.
If the occurrence does not fall within the 24 hour period
being considered the program continues searching for
parameters that do or proceeds to a different logic loop and
searches different parameters.
The first variable parameter subroutine that is processed
in this manner is BETANGL, This subroutine reads a file that
contains the GET in Days, Hours, Minutes and Seconds of the
time the Beta Angle reading is given. The Beta Angle is used
to describe the angle between the orbit plane and the earth
to sun line and is necessary for planning certain experiments
on the mission. Using the time and an angle which is read
from the file, a small down arrow is plotted along the top of
the GMT time scale to denote the exact time the beta angle is
given. The value of the angle is then entered under the Beta
Angle heading along the top of the frame.
The next time dependent sxibroutine to be processed is
REVOLTN, This siabroutine also reads time parameters and a
revolution number to describe the occurrence. The
revolutions depicted in the plotted output of this subroutine
are defined as the tine the spacecraft passes a constant
longitude - 80 degrees West longitude. Everytime this occurs
a nev7 revolution has begun and a vertical line is plotted in
the proper position to the right of the REV header and the
niomber of that revolution is entered to the right of the
line. The revolution numbers are initialised with the launch
of Skylab I and continue incrementing throughout the entire
four missions.
The sxibroutine DANIT is the next to be called. It
functions by reading the GET of an orbital sun set and the
delta time that the sun remains set. From this information
it derives the start and stop time of orbital sun sets. This
information is then converted to distances and plotted v/ith
dark areas denoting darkness or night time in the spacecraft
and the light areas denoting daytime in the spacecraft. The
numbers entered in the daylight areas aid planners of Apollo
Telescope Mount (ATM) experiments by differentiating betv/een
daylight cycles,
A similiar subroutine, MOOIISET, functions by employing
the same techniques of reading times of orbital moon set and
a delta time of being set to plot light and dark areas in the
MOON UP/DN area of the frame. In this case the light areas
represent times when the moon is visible - assuming windows
at the necessary viewing angle - to the orbiting spacecraft.
The dark areas represent times when the moon is occulted by
the earth and therefore not visible to the spacecraft.
The next subroutine - MSFIICV - reads a file containing
information about times of coverage of the various tracking
stations in the space flight netv/ork. The GET's of station
acquistion and a delta time measured to the time of station
loss are read from this file as well as a three letter
designator that defines the tracking station being analyzed.
There are 13 possible tracking stations that collectively
form the Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network (STDN), They
are, along with tlieir three letter designators, as follo^vs:
MIL - Merritt Island
BDA - Burmuda
NFD - Newfoundland
MAD - Madrid, Spain
CRO - Carnarvon, Australia
HSK - Honeysuckle Creek, Australia
GDS - Goldstone
TEX - Texas
CYI - Canary Island
HAW - Hawaii
ACN - Ascension Island
GWII - Guam
VAH - Vangard Ship
When a station acquisition occurs within the hour
period being processed, a line is drawn from the point of
station acquisition to the point of station loss and the
three letter designator is entered to the right of the line.
Passes of less than 2 minutes in duration are ignored due to
the overlapping effect that occurs when all passes are
plotted.
The final two subroutines in the NE\*7TIME program - ORBTtn
and WRLDMAP - complete the earth trace v/ith South Atlantic
Anomoly portion of the frame. This entry on the frame
depicts the ground track of the spacecraft as it sweeps
across the earth. The ground track is constructed from data
read relative to the GET every ten minutes and the latitude
and longitude that the spacecraft is passing at that time.
Once the ground track is completed the subroutine WRLD^!AP
xanderlays an outline of the continents and the area of the
South Altantic Anomoly beneath the orbit trace so that at any
chosen time the position of the spacecraft above the earth is
known. Upon the completion of these final two subroutines
the NEWCREW program, v/hich plots crewman activities, is
executed, (See Appendix E for a printout of the NEWCREW
program.)
The NEV7CREW program has no subroutines, hov/ever, the main
body is divided into two main computational loops. The first
logic section processes data relative to the activities that
the three crewmen perform during the mission. The second
logic section processes data relative to the momentum dxmps,
scientific airlocks and unattended experiments. The
technique used by the flight planners is as follows:
First the activities of each crewman for one 24 hour
period are planned. The first step in the procedure used to
accomplish this is to assign a numerical code to each
possible activity that may be performed during the mission.
A printout is available to the planner that correlates each
activity with its associated numerical code. The flight
planner, using his final penciled version as a guide, enters
the code for the activity as v;ell as a start and stop GMT in
hours and minutes and a number that defines the crewman that
will perform the task. He continues doing this until all of
the activities for all three crevanen are planned for one 24
hour period. Now the flight planner is ready to enter the
second logic loop that plans inhibits to momentum dumps,
scientific airlock experiments and unattended experiments for
the same 24 hour period.
Certain experiments require stabilization of the
spacecraft while the experiment is being performed. For
example, an experiment designed to photograph a certain
starfield may require a long camera exposure time to obtain
the necessary photograph. Obviously motion during this
period would destroy tlae possibility of performing such an
experiment. There is a maneuver that must be performed
periodically during the Skylab missions known as a gyro
momentum dump. This maneuver requires that the spacecraft be
rotated to accomplish the dump. For previously stated
reasons it may, at times, be necessary to retard or inhibit
this momentum dump. If this is the case, the flight planner
must note this on his flight plan in the space denoted
Control Momentimi Gyro Desaturations (CMG DESAT). To
accomplish this the flight planner has a code which he
assigns and specifies the start and stop times of the
inhibit. An inhibit moraent\ira dump (IMD) as entered above the
scheduled desaturation time to show that the maneuvers
scheduled for that time must be inhibited.
Additionally, the flight planner must also note which
experiments may be residing in the scientific airlocks at
various points throughout the mission. There are two such
airlocks, one pointing directly at the sun known as the Solar
Airlock (SOL) and the other pointing 180 degrees away from
the sun known as the Anti-Solar Airlock (A-SOL). To
accomplish this there are four digit codes assigned to
airlock experiments. The flight planner prefixes the
appropriate code with either a 0 for a solar experiment or a
1 for an anti-solar experiment as well as the start and stop
times in GMT hours and minutes that defines the period of
time each experiment is within the airlock. Each period must
be treated as a discrete 24 hour period and if the experiment
carries over to another 24 hour period the flight planner
must take this into account.
Finally, certain experiments must operate without crew
intervention during the mission. These unattended
experiments must also be tracked and entries made in the
Unattended Experiments section of the timeline. Again a code
is assigned to describe the activity and a start and stop GMT
assigned to define the period of time it is rmning without
supervision.
At this point a termination code is assigned to key the
program to the fact tliat a day has been completed and the
flight planner moves on to planning the succeeding days
activities.
When a complete data file has been generated, it is
executed with the NEV7CREW program and a tape is generated
that interfaces with tlie CalComp plotter, ^Then plotted with
the NEVrriME plot as an underlay the final resulting plot
appears as in Figure 3 in the main text.
This completes the discussion of the plotting programs
necessary to construct a complete mission timeline. Now that
the contents of the programs have been considered, a brief
look at some techniques that were contemplated as a means of
optimizing the plotting will be discussed.
The feasibility of combining certain aspects of the tvro
alternatives - manual and computerized timeline generation -
and arriving at a comproraise system is a possibility. For
example, a draftsmen could construct the frame with the
computer being used to enter the variable data. This
alternative has been considered but, due to the criticallity
of a rapid response time, this possibility has been
discounted. Since any combinations of manual and
computerized systems could only have an adverse effect on
response time, a mixture of the two systems could not be
considered.
There are several ways that could be suggested to speed
up the response time of the current computerized system
beyond what currently exists. The programs, as they are
written, are nearly optimal as far as the time it takes for
then to execute. The bottleneck that currently exists in the
systera is tlie plotter. Once a tape is generated, it requires
12 hours to complete the plotting of a 56 day mission. This
is due to the limitations imposed by the mechanical CalComp
plotter. Current design restricts pen movements to a maximum
of 8 inches/second. There is no way, other than optimizing
pen movements within the program which has already been done,
to speed up this plotting time on the current hardware.
A new CalComp plotter will soon be available on the
market. This plotter will increase the naxiniom speed of pen
movement from 8 inches/second to 50 inches/second and
decrease plotting time by approximately 90J5. This would mean
that the current 12 hours of plotting could be completed in 2
to 3 hours.
Another alternative available is to utilize an electronic
plotting tool - an FR-80 - to generate the plots. The tapes
that are used with the CalComp plotter are compatible with
the FR-80, The FR-80 flashes an electronic picture,
according to the tape commands, on a cathode ray tube, A
photograph of tlie tube is then taken producing a permanent
hardcopy of the picture on the screen. There are size
I
restrictions associated with using the FR-80 and certain
program modifications would be necessary to make the current
programs compatible. These program modifications would
require development time but, once completed, would result in
the least amount of time spent in the plotting loop.
This electronic process of generating timelines is the
only one that is adaptable to a strictly real time
application. In real tirae operation it would be necessary to
obtain near instantaneous response to any sudden changes in
orbital parameters such as a change in launch time, etc. A
dedicated computer is necessary for this type of operation.
This is a very expensive proposition, and it is doubtful that
the benefits of such a venture would warrent the cost. The
less expensive near-real time operation, employing the
CalComp plotter or FR-80, would probably be sufficient to
meet the requirements that will exist when Skylab becomes
operational.
APPENDIX B
INPUT £ OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
FOR FLIGHT PLAITOING PROGRAMS






The two programs outlined in this instruction manual are
programs used by mission planners as graphic tools to display
Skylab trajectory parameters and time dependent crew and
mission functions. There are two categories of programs
grouped as to the function they perform.
The program that constructs the timeline frame and enters
the orbit dependent parameters such as GET's, GMT's, Beta
Angles, Houston date. Revolution numbers. Day/night cycles.
Network coverage. Moon phase and the earth trace with SAA is
the NEVJTIT'lE program. This program calls all of the necessary
plotting routines in the appropriate order to generate the
completed timeline frame. This program requires two support
programs that provide the orbit variable and earth continent
coordinate data to the program. These support programs are
MPADCM and WRLDCM. The order of execution and purpose of
these programs will be covered in Section A - NEWTIME series
of programs.
The second group of programs has as its main program
NE^'TCREW v;hich graphically overlays the crev/man activities
performed by each crewman as well as experiment information
onto the timeline frame generated by NEV7TIME. The experiment
information entered is pertinent to such things as times of
IMD's, experiments in the SAL and times in the SAL and
unattended experiments and times they are running. NEWCREW
requires one computer support program as a data base
generator - CREWCM. These programs, their order of execution
and their purpose will be discussed in Section B - NEWCRET^
series of progreuns.
One additional program exists as an aid to the flight
planner. It gives him a current listing of what activities
are available for him to use in planning a mission and the
codes that are associated with these activities. This
program is CAFDMP and will be discussed in Section B along
v/ith the NEVrcREW program.
Section A - NEVfTUIE Series of Programs (NEX-JTIME, MPADCM and
VTRLOai)
1. MPADCM - This program reads trajectory information
from the MPAD trajectory tape and creates common
files that contain this information. In turn these
common files are accessed by the NEVJTIME plotting
program which uses this information to plot
trajectory parameters in the correct time referenced
position on the timeline frame. This program also
provides a printed output of the information that is
on the MPAD trajectory tape and may be used to check
the tape for formatting and information content.
Common files, once generated, will usually remain on
the computer system for the "entire day" in which
they are generated. In other v/ords once MPADCM is
run, NEITTIME may be run any number of times during
■  't^he day v/ithout necessitating a rerun of MPADCM.
However if a day elapses between runs it x^ill be
necessary to rerun IIPADCII prior to running so
that the coruiion files v/ill be available for the
program. Occasionally tlie operation of the system
v;ill require the dropping of common files during the
normal daily operation of the system. It is wise to
check with the operator if there is some doubt as to
whether the files are on the system or not.
The common files generated by liPADCM and their
content are as follows:
a) CARASCIJ - GET as ascending node information
b) CAR>ISPN - MSFN tracking station information
c) CARDANi - Lighting, day/night information
d) CARBETA - Beta angle information
e) CAREPHjM - Latitude and longitude points
f) CARREVi - Revolution numbers and associated times
The only input required for the I-IPADCM program is a
tape number that defines the liPAD trajectory tape.
That tape number goes on the second card of the
program in columns 20-2^1. This tape number will be
assigned by the operator when given the tape and will
be the same for every successive use of that tape.
T'TRLDCM - This program creates a common file
consisting of latitude and longitude points that
define the various continents of the earth. The
points exist as data card input to the program.
There is no additional input required to the program
and no output, other than a day file, is generated.
The common file generated by this program is WRLDCM
AND IS SUBJECT TO THE SAME RULES AS THE COMJ-ION FILES
GENERATED BY MPADCM.
3. NEWTIME - This program is the main program in this
group. Once the necessary common-files are generated
by MPADCM and WRLDCM this program draws upon that
data and other input information to correctly
construct the timeline frames.
The input requirements to this program are relatively
simple consisting of only two input cards containing a total
of 18 variables, ,
a) Input card 1 - Contains 11 variables, A brief
discussion of each variable, how it is deduced
and where it is entered on the card follows;
1) Variable 1 (TIIIFRIi) (Columns 1 - 10,A10) -
This variable tells the program whether the
mission being run is a Standard time or a
Daylight Savings time mission. If the
mission occurs during Daylight Savings time,
enter DAY in columns 1-3, If the mission
occurs during Standard time, enter STD in
columns 1 -3,
2) Variable 2 (EDITN) (Colurans 11 - 20,A10) -
Enter any ten alpha-numeric characters to
describe the edition of the timeline being
published. The information must be left
justified,
3) Variable 3 (GEDAST) (Columns 21 - 25,P5,0) -
This variable initializes the GET days at the
beginning of the Mission day 1 timeline frame
referenced to the launch of that mission. In
most cases this will be 0,0,
4) Variable 4 (GEHRST) (Columns 26 - 30,E5,0) -
This variable initializes the GET hours at
the beginning of the Mission day 1 timeline
frame referenced to the launch of that
mission,
I
5) Variable 5 (GEfllTST) (Columns 31 - 35,F5,1) -
This variable initializes the GET minutes at
the beginning of the Mission day 1 timeline
frame referenced to the launch of that
mission,
6) Variable 6 (GEDASP) (Columns 36 - 40,F5,0) -
Same as variable 3 except for the end of
mission day 1 frame (24 hours later than
variable 3),
7) Variable 7 (GEKRSP) (Columns 41 - 45,F5,0) -
Same as variable 4 except for the end of
mission day 1 frame (24 hours later),
























































































































































































































































































































































FOR LEAP YEAR,ONE DAY MUST BE ADDED TO
tlUMBER OF DAYS AFTER FEBRUARY 28
8) Variable 8 (GEMNSP) (Columns 46 - 50,F5.1) -
Same as variable 5 except for the end of
mission day 1 frame (24 hours later),
9) Variable 9 (MD) (Colimms 51 - 55,15) - This
is the mission day that is depicted on the
first timeline frame plotted. This number is
right justified and will usually be 00001,
10) Variable 10 (IDOY) (Colvimns 56 - 60,15) -
This is the day of the year represented by
the start of the first timeline frcime. Table
IB will aid in determining this number. The
number is right justified and therefore day
121 must be entered as 00121,
11) Variable 11 (MISSION) (Columns 61 - 70,AID) -
This is any group of ten or less alpha
numeric characters, left justified, used to
describe the mission being processed.
Usually this will be either SL-2, SL-3, or
SL-4,
b) Input card 2 - Contains 7 vciriables, A brief
discussion of each variable, how it is deduced
and where it is entered on the card follows;
1) Variable 12 (ANEWIIN) (Columns 1 -10,F10,2) -
This is the day of the year on which the last
newmoon occurred prior to the launch of the
81










































































mission being processed. Table 2B will give
this information.
2) Variable 13 (GETREFI) (Colirrms 11 - 20,F10.2)
- This is the GET in minutes at the beginning
of the first timeline frame being processed
referenced to the launch of SL-1,
3) Variables 11 6 15 (PU3DAT1, PUBDAT2) (Colximns
21 - 10,2A10) - These two variables are used
to define the publication date of the
timeline frames being processed. The
publication date may be any 20 or less, left
justified, alpha-numeric characters that give
the date,
I
1) Variable 16 (YEAR) (Columns 11 - 50,F10.0) -
This is the year of the launch date of the
Skylab mission being processed.
##5) Variable 17 (LOWDA) (Columns 51 - 55,15) -
This is the first mission day that you wish
to output. Enter as a right justified five
digit number. For a noirmal mission this
number will be 00001.
##6) Variable 18 (IHIDA) (Columns 56 - 60,15) -
This is the last mission day that you wish to
ouput. Enter as a right justified 5 digit
number. For a normal SL-2 mission tlie number
will be 00030. For a nonnal SL-3 or SL-4
mission the number will be 00060.
## Examples of how to use variables 17 and 18 to run
single day or series of days missions:
1) To run a single day timeline, say mission day
nine, make L017DA = 9 and IHIDA = 10.
2) To rvin a consecutive series of days, say
mission days ten through thirteen, make LOWDA
= 10 and IHIDA = 14.
Section B - NEWCREW Series of Programs (CREWCM and NEI-JCREW)
1. CREWCM - This program creates a common file data base
of crev/man activity codes and their corresponding
activities. Like MPADCM and V7RLDCM it is subject to
the constraints of any common file. There is no
input required in addition to the existing input
cards.
2. NEWCREW - This program is the main program in this
group. Once CREWCM generates the necessary common
file this program searchs the common file per input
codes and times and overlays the crewman and
experiment activities on the timeline frame generated
by NEWTIME. The input cards to this program are as
follows:
1) Card 1 - The first input card is a card with
either a zero or a one on colijmn one. This card
tells the program v/hether a daylight savings time
mission (designated by a zero in column one) or a
standard time mission (designated by a one in
column one) is being processed,
2) Cards 2 through XXXl - This is a group of any
number of cards used to define the activities of
the various crewman at various phases "v/ithin" a
mission day starting normally with mission day 1.
The contents of the cards per column are as follows:
a) Column 1 - blank
b) Columns 2 - 5 - A four digit code that
describes the activity to be performed.
c) Columns 6 - 10 - This entry may be
arbitrarily made. If made it is the day of
the year of the activity being coded. The
entry can be left blank because it is ignored
in the program,
d) Columns 11 - 12 - Two digits right justified
that tells the hour when the activity should
START,
e) Column 13 - blank
f) Columns 14 - 15 - Two digits right justified
that tell the minutes when the activity
should START,
g) Coluran 1 6 - blank
h) Columns 17 - 18 - Two digit right justified
that tell the hour when the activity should
STOP.
i) Column 19 - blank
j) Columns 20 - 21 - Two digits right justified
that tell the minutes when the activity
should STOP,
k) Column 22 - blank
1) Colviran 23 - The crewman that will perform the
activity. 1 = CDR, 2 = SPT and 3 = PLT,
m) Coliamn 24 - blank
n) Columns 25 - 26 - If the four digit code in
columns 2 - 5 is an EREP pass code, ie, 6720,
the EREP pass number goes in these columns.
The nimber must be two digits right
justified,
3) Cards XXXl+1 through YYYI - This is a group of
any number of cards that define the start and
stop times hr, and min, of IMD's, SAL experiments
or unattended experiments.
The content of the cards per column is as
follows:
a) Column 1
1) blank followed by 8000 code is HID code.
2) zero followed by any valid code greater
than 8000 and less than 9999 indicates a
SOL code.
3) one followed by any valid code greater
than 8000 and less than 9999 indicates an
A-SOL code.
H) two followed by an valid code greater
than 8000 and less than 9999 indicates an
unattended experiment code.
b) Columns 2 - 5 - any code greater than or
equal to 8000 and less than 9999.
c) Columns 6 - 10 - blank
d) Columns 11 - 21 - Same START and STOP
indicators as Columns 11 - 21 on cards 2
through XXXI.
e) Columns 22 - 80 - blank
4) Card YYYI+I - This card is a card vrith all
99999999's punched on it that signifies the end
of one days planning. This card is followed by
as many additional sets of cards needed to
complete the mission.
MOTE; CARDS FROM GROUP 2 THROUGH XXXl MAY NOT
BE INTERSPERSED WITH CARDS FROM GROUP
XXXl+1 THROUGH YYYl
3, CAFDIIP - This program is an auxiliary program that
may be run with the crewman activities file as input
data. The output of this program is a listing of the
current crewman codes and what activity they
correspond to.
The following is the format in which the crew activities
data base is generated:
a) Crewman Activities Card Format
1) Columns 1 - 4 (Format 14) - Four digit code that
represents the activity
2) Column 5 (Format II) - Number of lines of
information the code will use (Maximum 5 lines)
3) Column 6 (Format II) - Angle at which the
information v/ill be written, A zero will cause
the information to be v/ritten horizontally on tlie
timeline frame and a one will produce vertical
output.
4) Columns 7 - 9 - blank
5) Columns 10-11 (Format 12) - Maximum nvunber of
characters in any one line of information
(Mcixirnvmi 12 characters)
6) Columns 12-23 (Format 3(A4)) - First line of
information
7) Columns 24 - 25 - blank
8) Columns 26 - 37 (Format 3(A4)) - Second line of
information
9) Coliomns 38 - 39 - blank
10) Coliainns 40 - 51 (Format 3(A4)) - Third line of
information
11) Columns 52 - 53 - blank
12) Colurans 54 - 65 (Format 3(A4)) - Fourth line of
information
13) Colurans 66 - 67 - blank
14) Colvimns 68 - 79 (Format 3(A4)) - Fifth line of
information
NOTE; ALL ALPHA-HUIiERIC INFORMATION IS LEFT
JUSTIFIED.
b) All 8000 codes refer to IMD information
c) All SAL codes and Unattended Experiment codes must be
greater than 8000 and less than 9999,





I, Calculation of Systems Expected Value for Alternative I.
E(E)i= i:WIE{Pi)C(Fi) E(R)Cr E(V)Cv / ̂Wi
1) Calculation of ^WiE(Pi)C(Pi)
Effectiveness
Parameter C(Pi)» Wi E(Pi) WiE (Pi)C(Pi)
Function .90 .50 .15 .0675
Accuracy .90 .30 .75 .2025
Adaptability .90 .20 .50 .0900
KVIi = 1.00 ^WiE(Pi)C(Pi) = .3600
2) Calculation of E(R)Cr
E(R)Cr = .75(.90) = .675
3) Calculation of E(V)Cv '
E(V)Cv = .30 (.90) = .27
4) Calculation of Alternative I expected value
E(E)i = .36 (.675) (.27) / 1.0 = .0656
II, Calculation of Systems Expected Value for Alternative II,
1) Calculation of ^WiE (Pi) C (Pi)
Effectiveness
Parameter C(Pi) ♦ Wi E(Pi) WiE (Pi) C (Pi)
F\inction .90 .50 .85 .3825
Accuracy .90 .30 .95 .2565
Adaptability .90 .20 .75 .1350
<Wi = 1.00 £WiE (Pi)C(Pi) = .7740
2) Calculation of E{R)Cr
E(R)Cr = .75(.90) = .675
3) Calculation of E(V)Cv
E(V)CV = .95 (.90) = .855
4) Calculation of Alternative II expected value
E(E)ii = .744(.675) (.855) / 1.00 = .4460
*C(P) Confidence level assumed to be 90^ throughout analysis
APPENDIX D - NEI'JTItlE Program














10 0 FORMAT (2F10. 2 , 2 AlO, F10 . 0 , 215 , AS )
100 F0RMAT(5X, •MISSION 0 AY* , 2X, Fi,. 0 , IX ,»HAS BEEN SUCESSFULLY PLOTTED*)
REAOdNPT, 10 0 0) TIMER M, EDITN , GEO AST ,GEHRST,GEMNST ,GE0ASP,GEMRSP,
1GEMNSP,M0,lOOYjMISSON
READdNPT, 20 0 0) AnEMMN,GETREF1, PUBDATI ,PUPOAT2 ,YEAR,L0W0A,IHI0A
*,OOWEEK






11 IFdTIMTRU.LT.LOWOA) GO TO 30
10 ICHK=K-2»(K/2)
IF(ICHK-l) 1, 2,1



























ITIMTRU = ITIMTRU + 1
GETREF1=GET3PR1







SUBROUTINE FRAMl CONSTRUCTS THE TIMELINE FRAMES AND ENTERS THE STANDARD
HOLLORITH INFORMATION ON FRAME.
CONSTRUCTION OF OUTSIDE OF FRAME
CALL PLOTCCC ,2)
CALL PLOTCC( 9.9i.,-l',.,2)
CALL PLOTCCi 9.9inO, , 2)
CALL PLOTCC(0.,0.,2)






















































































































































call SYMPACt 9.765,-5.500, .1 ,'tHBETA,270. ,«»)
CALL SYMBAL(9.765,-5.95,.1,5HANGLE,270.,5)




CALL SYMBAH 9.765,-12.135,. 1,16HPU0LICATION 0 ATE , 270 . , 16)
CALL SYMBAL(9.265,-.1,.1,3HREV,270.,3)
CALL SYMBAL(8.790,-.1,.2,3HGMT,270.,3)
CALL SYMBAL<7.<t9,-. 1 ,.1,3HCMN, 27 0. ,3)
CALL SYMBALt 8.25,-.6,.1,3HC0R,270.,3)
CALL SYMPAL(7.L9,-.6,.l,3HSPT,270.,3)
CALL SYM8AL(6.7«t,-.6,.l,3HPLT,2 7 0. ,3)
CALL SYMBAH 6. 265,-. 1, . 1, 9H0 AY/NIGHT , 27 0 . ,9)
call SYMBAL(6.015,-.1,.1,10HMOON up/on,270.,10)
CALL SYMBAL<5.67A,-.05,.1,11HEARTH TRACE,270.,11)
CALL SYMBALl 5.<f7L,-. 3, . 1, 5H W/S A A , 270 . , 5 )
CALL SYM9AL(5.0,-.!,.1,7HNETWORK,270.,7)
CALL SYM8AL< if.O ,-. 1, .1 , 8HC0VERAGE, 27 0. , 8)
CALL SYMBAH *♦. 3 25,-. U, . 1, 3HIHO, 270 . , 3)
CALL SYMBAL<3.925,-.1,.1,3HSAL,270.,3)






















CALL NUMBAR<9.0<»,-9.8, .1,AMD,27 0. ,-1)













CALL NUM8AR( 8.79,-12.3 5,.2, 10. , 27 0.,-1)

































CALL NUMBAR( 8.79,-12.3 5,.2,11. ,270.,-l)

































.3 855, . 1,GEHRST, 27 0. ,-1)
.5F10,.15,73,270.,-1)
.6585,.1,GEMNST,270.,-1)
. 831,,. 1,67,27 0. ,-1)
.9 215,.1,GEOASP,27 0. ,-1)
1. 097, .15,78, 270.,-1)
1.19i,5,.l,GEHRSP,27 0.,-l)
1.37,.15,78,270.,-1)
1. 1,675,. 1,GEMNSP,270. ,-1)
MO/DOY
CALL NUMBAR(9.«,9,-2. 20 0 0,. 1 , AMD, 27 0. ,-1)
CALL SYMBALl 9.1,9,-2.3750, .1,67, 270. ,-1)
CALL NUMBARl 9.i,9,-2.i,6 25,.l,DOYO,270.,-l)
MISSION
CALL SYMBALt 9.1,9,-9,319 0, .1,MISSON,270. ,10)
EDITION
CALL SYMBAL(9.l,9,-10 .819 0,. 1,EDITN,27 0. , 10)
PUBLICATION DATE
CALL SYMBALt 9 .1,9,-12.135, . 1, PUBCATI, 270 . ,10 )




























20lt OOWEEK = LHS AT .
GO TO 210
205 DOWEEK=AHSUN.
















CALL NUMBARC 9.A9 A.5125,.1,OOY,27O.,-1»
00V=00Y+59.
GO TO 60
32 IF(IDOY-120» 33, 33,3A
33 CALL SYMBAL(9.A9,-3.6375,.1,5HAPRIL,270.,5)
DOY=DOY-90,
CALL NUMBAR< 9.A9,-A.5125,.1,OOY,270.,-1 )
OOY=OOY+90.
GO TO 60
JA IF(I00Y-151I 35, 35,36




GO TO 6 0





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































C THIS SUBROUTINE INTERPOLATES BETWEEN TWO BETA ANGLES 2k HOURS APART










11 OAyGET = FLOAT dOAYGET)
HOURGET=FLOAT(IHORGET)
GETMINT=FL OAT (IGETMIN)
BETAMINsKDAYGET^l/tifO.) + (HOURGET»60.» «-GETMINT«-<SECOGET/6 0.»
IF<GETR.EFi-3ETAMIN» 3 0, 30, 10
30 IF(GETSPR1-3ETAMIN»«»2,20,20
20 0IST=(BETAMIN-GETREF1)♦.008333333333+1.
CALL NUMBAR( 9. <♦9,-5 . 60 , . 1, ANGLE , 270 . , 1)
CALL SyMBAL(9.0<^,-3IST,.15, ia,27 0.,-l)
0IST = DIST4-.l
CALL SVMBALl 9.0'»,-DIST, .1,29,270. ,-l»
REWIND I0ETCO
RETURN




SUBROUTINE REVOLTN REAOS REVOLUTION TIMES FROM MPAO TAPE, PLOTS THEM ON










REAOdREVCO, 1 00 0)REV , 10 AYGET,IHORGET , IGETMIN, SECOGET
IF(EOF,IREVOO)999,11
11 DAYGET = FLOAT dOAYGET)
HOURGET=FLOAT(IHORGET)
GETMIN=FLOAT(IGETMIN)







call PL0TCC( 9.19,-OIST-l. ,3)
CALL PLOTCC( 9.t,',,-0IST-l. ,2)














; SUBROUTINE READS DAY NIGHT TIMES FROM MPAO TAPE AND PLOTS THEM ON







REAOdO ANCOf 1 00 0) ID A YSET , IHORSET , IMINSET ,SECSET , IDELMIN ,OELTSEC
IF(EOF,IDANOO)B99,11
DAYSET = FL0AT tlOAYSET)
HOURSET=FLOAT(IHORSET)
SETMIN=FLOAT(IMINSET)
OELTMIN = FL OA T (IDELMIN)
SETSTAT=(OArSFT»lLLO.) +(HOURSET*60.) +SETMIN'KSECSET/60. )


















OISTST=( (SETSTAT-GETREFD*. 003 3 3)+ 1.






:  CALL PL0TCC(6.19,-0ISTST,3)
IF(DISTST-0ISTSP)31, 31,13

























C THIS SUBROUTINE READS THE HSFN STATION START AND STOP TIMES FROM THE






REAOdMSNCO, 2 00 0)OUMY
L = 1








STASTAT=(0 ay ACO'lAftO.) ♦ (HOURACO»60.)+ACOMIN+(SECDACQ76 0.)





21 OISTST=((STA STAT-GETPEFl)♦. 0 08 3 3)+ 1.
DISTSP=( (STASTOP-GETREFD*. 00833)+l.
IF{DISTSP-13 . )30,3 0 ,«,0























1130 CALL PL0TCC(«».7365,-0ISTST, 3)
















SUBROUTINE ORBUM READS LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE INFORMATION FROM THE
MPAO TAPE and PLOTS THE ORBIT TRACE ON TIMELINE
COMMON/BETANGL/GETREF1,GETSPR1,ITIHTRU,ITRORB







10 REAOdORBCO, 100 0) 10 AyL AT, IHORLAT,IMINLAT ,SECOLAT , AlAT
IF(EOF,I0RBC0)999,11
11 OAYLAT=FLOAT(lOAYLAT)
HOURLAT = FLOAT dHORLAT)
AmINLAT=FLOAT(IMINLAT»


















SUBROUTINE WRLOHAP PLOTS THE OUTLINE OF THE CONTINENTS ON THE



























READdWROCO, 2 00 0) AL AT, ALONG





















00 97 IJI=1, NOP
READdWROCO, 2 00 0)ALAT, ALONG
DEG2INC=AL AT » . 0 0 31<»«f'4<tL«t«,J,
ALAT0ST=5.637+DEG2INC
FS80DST=(FST800G*.008333)<-1.














SUBROUTINE READS NOON RISE SET TIMES FROM MPAo TAPE AND PLOTS











SETMIN = FLOAT dMINSET)
OELTMIN = FL OAT {lOELMIN)

















IF(SET9TAT-GETSPR1> 5 0, 50,25
IF(SETST0P-3ETSPR1)21,21,22
DISTST=((SETSTAT-GETREF1>».00833)+1.





















APPENDIX E - NEV7CREW Program
P>?OGRAM NEw:REW < INPUT, OUTPUT,!AOE5=INPUT,T«PE6=0UTPUT,TaPE12,TAPE
♦13»
SET crosshair 1 INCH ABOVE UOHER LEFT HAnO COURNER OF PLT
ACTIVITIES 3L0CK
DIMENSION I3UFF(102«»I
1  format (II, Iif ,5X ,12, 1X,I2,1X,I2, 1X,I2,1X,I1, 1*,I2)
)  F0RMAT(I3,H )
3  FORHAT(1X,',OHILLEG4L number of DESCRIPTIVE CHARACTERS)
)  FORMAT (lA, II , I1,3X, 12, AA,AA,Alt,A(2X, AA, AL,AAI )
3  FORMAT(AA)
)  FORMATdSH ERRONEOUS IKEY, /06H IKEY=,IA,/




I  F0RMAT(1X,»UNATTEN0E0 EXPERIMENT CODING ERROR ON MISSION DAY»,1X,
























RE AO(ICARO,1 0 00)IA0RS0,IKEY,IHRST,ISTMIN,IHRSP,ISPMIN,ICM,IKEYB
HRST=FL0AT (IHRST)
STMIN=FL0AT( ISTMIN)


























































































































































































































IFdAORSO. EQ . 3) 0IS>d 0= DISMI0+1. 6
IFdA0RS0.EQ.3)G0 TO 7012
DISMID = DISMIO + .'»






IFdAORSO. £3. A) 0STSP=0STSP+. 05
IFdAORSO.EQ.A)GO TO 7910
OSTSP=OISMIO-.39
7910 READ (IT 20', 20 0 0) IKET A ,ILN , JANG, NCH, N11, N12»N13 ,N21, N22, N23,N3 1,N32,





7930 CALL SYMBAL( OSTMOX-. 03 75 ,-OSTSP ,. 075 , Nil , 27 0 . ,«♦)
DSTSP=0STSP+.267
call SYMBAL(0STM0X-. 0375,-OSTSP,.075,N12,270. ,'t)
OSTSP=OSTSP+.26 7








7 05 0 REAOdCARO ,1 0 00 ) lAORSO, IKEY , IHRST, ISTMIN , IHRSP, ISPMIN, ICM
HRST=FLOAT(IHRST)
STMIN=FL0AT(ISTMINI




















IF (M-2) 991 0, 290,299
9930 CALL SYMBAL(-2. 3525,-OSTSP,.075,N11,270.,A)
DSTSP=DSTSP«-. 267
CALL SYMDALC-2.3525,-0STSP,.075,N12,270.,A)


















9911 READ(IT20, 20 0 0) KEY A , ILN, lA NG, NCH, N11, N12,N 13 , N21, N22, N23,N31, N32
•,N33,NA1,NA2,NA3,N51,N52,N53















180 IF(DOYSA-DOYST) 580, 190,580
CALCULATION OF START AND STOP BLOCK
190 IF(HRST-e:LETW)200,210,210
200 OSTST=flIOEN»- ( HRST+( STMIN/60 . ) ) • .5
GO TO 220








270 read(IT20, 20 0 0)iKEfA,ILN,lANG,NCH,N11,N12,N13,N21,N22,N23,N31,
♦N32,N33 ,N«,1, N<,2 ,Ni,3 , N5 1, N52 ,N5 3
IF(IKEYA-IKEY)270,300,280
26 0 REWIND IT2 0
M=M + 1
IF(M-2) 270 ,290,290










320 IF(N-l) 360, 321,360
321 IF(ICM-2)33Q,3A0,350
350 call PLOTCC (i.5,0.,23)
CALL PLOTCC (0.,-DSTST,3)
CALL PLOTCC ( .75,-OSTST,2)
GO TO 360
3%0 CALL PLOTCC (.75,0.,23)
CALL PLOTCC ( 0.,-DSTST,3)
CALL PLOTCC (.75 ,-OSTST,2)
GO TO 360




CENTERING BASED ON THE NUM3ER OF CHARACTERS
360 CALL PLOTCC ( 0.,-DSTST,3)
CALL PLOTCC (.75,-0STST,2)
AMOPT=( (OSTSP-DSTST)/2.)♦DSTST
IF(NCh-',) 37 0 ,370, 380











AAO WRITE( 6, 1900)
GO TO A30















CALL PLOTCC ( 0. ,-DSTST,3)
CALL PLOTCC (2.25,-DSTST,2>
IF (NCH-i,) 3 070 ,3070 ,3080
X0XST=1.125-FL0AT(NCH)».0335
GO TO 1,050
IF(NCH-7) 3090, 3090 ,'•000
XOXST=1.125-(FLOAT(NCH)».0335-.0005)
GO TO U050
IF(NCH-IO) I, 010,',010 ,',020
XDXST=1.125-(FLOAT{NCH)♦.0335-.001)
GO TO *,050




GO TO 1,030 '
DSTSPr-DSTSP
CALL PLOTCC {0.,OSTSP,3)
CALL PLOTCC (2.25, OSTSP,2)
•DSTSP = OSTSP+. 00 05
CALL SYMBAL ( XO XST, 0 STSP,. 075, N11, ANGL , «,)
XOXST=XOXSTf.267




CENTERING BASED ON THE NUMBER OF LINES
IF (ILN-2)',90 ,500,510
CALL SYMBAL( . 3,-DSTST, . 075 ,Nil , ANGL ,i,)
DSTST=DSTSTf.267
CALL SYMRAL(.3,-DSTST,.075, N12, ANGL, A)
OSTST=OSTSTf.267








CALL SYMBAL ( . 3,-DSTST,.075 ,N21,ANGL,A)
0STST=DSTST4^.?67
CALL SYMBAL ( .3 ,-OSTST,. 075,N22,AnGL,A)
DSTST=DSTST*.267
CALL SYMBAL ( .3 ,-OSTST,. 075 ,N23,ANGL,A)
GO TO 550
510 IF(ILN-l«)520 ,530,5'fO
520 CftLL SYMBAL { .tf25,-0STST, . 075»N 11, ANGL , «♦)
OSTST=OSTSTf.267
CALL SYMBAL { .'♦26,-OSTST, . 075, N12, AnGL ,«t»
0STST=DSTST«-.267
CALL SYMBAL ( .«♦ 25,-OSTST, . 075,N13, ANGL ,U)
OSTST=OSTST-.53^
CALL SYMBAK .3,-DSTST,. 075,N21,AnGL,'»)
0STST=DSTST«-.267
CALL SYMBAL( . 3,-DSTST, . 075, N22 , ANGL , «♦)
OSTST = OSTSH-. 267
call SYMBAL( . 3,-OSTST, .076,N23, ANGL,«f)
0STST = 0STST-.53i*
CALL SYMBAL ( . 175,-OSTST, . 075, N3i, 270. , «♦)
DSTST=OSTST+.267
CALL SYMBAL ( . 175,-OSTST, . 075, N32, AnGL,«♦»
DSTST = OSTST'-. 267
CALL SYMBAL { . 175,-OSTST , . 075 ,N 33, AN GL , «♦>
GO TO 550
550 call SYMBALt .55,-OSTST,.075,N11,ANGL,'»)
0STST=0STST».267
CALL SYMBAL( . 55 ,-DSTST ,. 075 ,Ni2 , ANGL ,«♦)
OSTST=OSTSTf.267
CALL SYMBAL( . 55 ,-OSTSr ,. 075 ,N13, ANGL ,«»)
0STST = 0STST-.53't
CALL SYMBAL ( .<♦ 25,-OSTST, . 075 , N21, ANGL,*»»
OSTST=nSTST».267
CALL SYMBAL ( .'♦25,-OSTST , . 075, N22, ANGL , «f»
DSTST=0STST^.267
CALL SYMBAL (.£♦ 25,-0STST , . 075, N23, ANGL ,'♦)
0STST = r)STST-.53'f
CALL SYMBAL< . 3, -DSTST, .075, N31, ANGL,'^)
DSTST=DSTSTt,267
CALL SYM8AL( . 3,-OSTS T, . 075, N32 , ANGL , «♦)
OSTSr=OSTST+ . 267
CALL SYMBAL( . 3 ,-DSTST, . 075, N33 , ANGL , «♦)
OSTST=OSTST- .531^
CALL SYMBALC . 175,-OSTST ,. 075 ,Ni^i, ANGL ,<♦ )
OSTST=OSTSTf.267
CALL SYMBAL< . 175,-OS TST , . 076 ,N',2 , ANGL ,«♦)
0STST = DSTST«-.267
CALL SYMBAL! . 175,-OSTST, . 075 ,N'^3, ANGL,'♦)
GO TO 550
5l^fl CALL SYMBALt .65,-OSTST,.075,Nll,ANGL,'^)
OSTST=DSTST».267
CALL SYMBAL! .55,-OSTST,. 075, N12, ANGL, <♦»
0STST = DSTST'-.267
CALL SYMBAL! . 55 ,-DSTST , . 075 , N13 , ANGL ,'♦1
0STST = 0STST-
CALL SYMBAL! . '♦25,-DSTST, . 075 ,N21, ANGL ,<♦ )
OSJSTrDSTSTf . 267
CALL SYMBAL! . '♦25,-DSTST, , 075,N2 2,AN6L,'^)
DSTST=DSTST»-. 267
CALL SYMBAL! .'♦25,-OSTST, . 075 ,N23, ANGL, <♦)
OSTST=OSTST- .53'^




CALL SYMBAL! . 3,-DSTST, . 075, N33 , ANGL,«♦)
OSTST = OSTST-
CALL SYMBAL! . 175 ,-OSTS T ,. 075 ,N', 1, ANGL ,'♦)
OSTST=OSTST».267
CALL SYM9AL< .175,-OSTST, .075,Ni»2,ANGL,'»)
0STST=0STSU.267





















































SPMIN = STHINf 30.














































































































































































































































































CALL PLOTCC ( 0. ,-li». 25 ,-3)
(10.5,l'».25,-3)
(12.,29.3,999)
